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We have investigated the influence of the excess doping of alkaline earth oxides on the structure and electrical

conductivity of the BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y �x�y�0.5� system. It was found that over 0.10 mol of BaO or SrO

could be doped in 1 mol of the cation stoichiometric system �x�y�0.50�. We propose that some of the Sr cation

move from A-sites to B-sites in this system to maintain the cation stoichiometry ��x�y�0.50� : In�1 : 1�. The

dependence of the electrical conductivity on the oxygen partial pressure varied with the magnitude of the

oxide ion conductivity. The oxide ion conductivity of the excess-doped system was dependent on the unit cell

free volume. The relationship corresponded to that of stoichiometric BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25 �x�y�0.50� and

Ba1�yLayInO2.50�y systems. �Received June 18, 2005; Accepted March 16, 2006�
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1. Introduction

Oxide-ion conductors have received much attention for

their possible uses in oxide fuel cells, oxygen sensors, and

oxygen-permeable membrane reactors.1�–4� An interesting

example of these oxide-ion conductors is the perovskite sys-

tem. The chemical formula of such an oxide is ABO3; the

A-site cation is 12-coordinate and the B-site is 8-coordinate.

An appropriate aliovalent substitution of the A or B-site

cation can result in the generation of oxide-ion vacancies in

the system. That improves the oxide-ion conductivity. Thus,

the perovskite LaGaO3 oxide showed a high oxide-ion conduc-

tivity when co-doped with divalent Sr or Mg ions.5�,6� In addi-

tion, other authors have reported that oxide ion conductivity

is influenced by particular crystallographic properties, such as

the order–disorder arrangement of oxide ion vacancies,7�,8�

the unit cell free volume,9� and the dopant ion radii.10� For

example, in the Ba2In2O5 system, the oxide ion conductivity

improved with La doping, because the number of disordered

oxygen vacancies increased. Moreover, since the unit cell free

volume of the system also expanded with Sr doping, particu-

larly high oxide ion conductivity appeared in this system.11�,12�

On the other hand, the perovskite oxide of ABO3 is single

phase not only in the cation stoichiometric condition �A : B�

1 : 1� but also in the cation nonstoichiometric one �A : B�

1 : 1�.13�,14� For example, the BaCeO3 and LaGaO3 systems

became single phase, when an A-site cation was in deficient

condition.13�,14� The ion conductivity of these systems was also

dependent on the amount of A-site cation nonstoichiometry.

In addition, the electrical conductivity of the LaMnO3 and

LaCrO3 systems improved with an increasing degree of A-site

cation deficient.15� From these reports, it is predicted that the

BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system would be synthesized for the

compositions not only of the cation stoichiometry, �x�y�

0.50� : In�1 : 1, but also of the cation nonstoichiometry,

�x�y�0.50� : In�1 : 1, and that the cation deficiency would

affect the conducting behavior. For this paper, we have

explained the alkaline earth oxide, of which the content was

more than x�y�0.50, as an excess alkaline earth oxide.

We have expected the distribution of the excess alkaline

earth cation in BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y �x�y�0.50� system

by Rietveld analysis of XRD patterns. Further, we have meas-

ured the electrical conductivity of the chosen system as func-

tions of temperature, oxygen partial pressure and content of

excess alkaline earth oxide. Finally, we discuss the effect of

excess alkaline earth doping on the oxide-ion and electronic

conductivity.

2. Experimental

The sintered samples for conductivity measurement and the

powder samples for Rietveld analysis were prepared by a solid

state reaction. The starting materials, BaCO3 �99.9	, Wako

Chemical Co.�, SrCO3 �99.9	, Wako Chemical Co.�, La2O3

�99.99	, Kojundo Chemical Co.� and In2O3 �99.95	,

Kojundo Chemical Co.�, were mixed by a ball mill for 24 h

with ethanol as a medium. The mixture was dried at 373 K for

several hours, and then calcined at 1273 K for 10 h. The pow-

der, which was sieved to under 54 mm, was pressed at 4.9 MPa

into a rectangular shape �30 mm
5 mm
5 mm� and then

isostatically pressed again at 196 MPa. The samples were sin-

tered at 1673 K for 10 h in air.

The relative density, estimated from their dimensions and

weight, of all the sintered specimens was higher than 90	.

The single phase nature of the samples was confirmed by

X-ray diffractometry with Cu Ka radiation at room tempera-

ture. The sintered sample was crushed into powder by an agate

mortar. Rietveld analysis of the X-ray profile was performed

using the�RIETAN–2000�computer program.

Platinum electrodes were connected to the samples by firing

at 1223 K for 1 h in air. The electrical conductivity of the

sintered samples was measured by the DC four-robe method
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system.

Fig. 2. Lattice parameter of BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system as a

function of the excess alkaline earth oxide content &x'y(0.50).
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under various conditions over a range of temperatures

between 873 K to 1273 K and oxygen partial pressures ranging

from 1.0
105 Pa to 1.0
10�15 Pa, levels which were con-

trolled by an oxygen pump or by varying the composition of a

gas mixture �Ar–O2 or H2–H2O�.

3. Results and discussion

In these experiments we have further doped the alkaline

earth oxide component in the stoichiometric BaxSryLa0.50
InO2.25�x�y �x�y�0.50� system. The XRD patterns of the

samples obtained are shown in Fig. 1. We were able to assign

each peak to the perovskite phase, and did not observe the

peaks by impurity phase. We allowed the doping level of SrO

in the Ba0.20SryLa0.50InO2.45�y system to be 0.40�y�0.30. In

addition, we also confirmed the doping level of BaO in the

BaxSr0.30La0.50InO2.55�x system to be 0.38�x�0.20 and in the

BaxSr0.20La0.50InO2.45�x to be 0.40�x�0.30. We were also

able to confirm that the each distinct peak became broadened

on doping; in our opinion, the synthesized samples were cubic

or pseudo-cubic.

In Fig. 2, we show the lattice parameter of the BaxSryLa0.50
InO2.25�x�y system as a function of x�y. In general, the lattice

parameter of a single phase tends to change linearly with

increasing dopant content; however, the lattice parameter of

this system increased nonlinearly when doped with excess

alkaline earth oxide. From this result, we believe that excess

alkaline earth oxide does not simply occupy the A and O-site

of the perovskite oxide.

If the excess alkaline earth element was occupied just in the

A-site of the perovskite oxide, a cation vacancy would be

generated in the B-site, as in the following equation:

MO� M �
A �O �

O �VB�2V��
O �1�

where MO denotes the alkaline earth oxide. In the perovskite

structure, the B-site cation consists of an octahedral polyhe-

dron framework coordinated with 6 oxide ions, suggesting

that a B-site vacancy would have difficulty existing in this sys-

tem. Moreover, the A-site cation and oxide ion in the perov-

skite structure are in a closed-packed arrangement. Nor could

the excess alkaline earth oxide exist in an interstitial site in the

perovskite oxide, as formula �2� demonstrates:

MO�Mi�Oi �2�

The case remains in which the alkaline earth element might

occupy not only the A-site of the perovskite, but also the

B-site.

2MO�M �
A �M �

B �2O �
O �V��

O �3�

When the defect reaction of formula �3� occurs in this system,

a part of the alkaline earth element would displace to the

B-site to keep the cation stoichiometry ��x�y�0.50� : In�

1 : 1� fixed. The same displacement was also proposed to

occur in the perovskite oxides of the BaCeO3 and Ba�Pb1�x

Bix�O3 system, doped with excess BaO.16�–18� In addition, the

solution energy of Sr in both the A and B-site of LaInO3 was

reported to be lower than that of Ba.19� The alkaline earth

elements Mg, Sr and Ca could be doped into the B-site of the

�Ba0.50La0.50�InO2.75 system series, though Ba could not.20�

It is predicted that a part of the Sr would replace the B-site

with a doping of excess BaO or SrO in the cation stoichiomet-

ric �BaxSryLa0.50�InO2.75 �x�y�0.50� system; in the follow-

ing manner:

BaxSr0.30La0.50InO2.55�x

� �Bax��0.9�x�2�Sr�0.4�x�2���0.9�x�2�La0.5��0.9�x�2��


�In1��0.9�x�2�Sr�x�2�0.1���0.9�x�2��O�2.25�x���0.9�x�2�

�4�

Ba0.20SryLa0.50InO2.45�[

� �Ba0.2��0.85�y�2�Sr�0.15�y�2���0.85�y�2�


La0.5��0.85�y�2���In1��0.85�y�2�Sr� y�2�0.15���0.85�y�2��


O�2.45�y���0.85�y�2� �5�

BaxSr0.20La0.50InO2.45�x

� �Bax��0.85�x�2�Sr�0.35�x�2���0.85�x�2�La0.5��0.85�x�2��


�In1��0.85�x�2�Sr�x�2�0.15���0.85�x�2��


O�2.45�x���0.85�x�2� �6�

Ba0.30SryLa0.50InO2.45�y

� �Ba0.3��0.9�y�2�Sr�0.1�y�2���0.9�y�2�La0.5��0.9�y�2��


�In1��0.9�y�2�Sr� y�2�0.1���0.9�y�2��O�2.55�y���0.9�y�2�

�7�
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Table 1. Refined Crystal Parameter of Ba0.30Sr0.30La0.50InO2.85.

&a) Crystal Parameter of Ba0.30Sr0.30La0.50InO2.85 which was Originat-

ed from Formula &3),

&b) Crystal Parameter of Ba0.30Sr0.30La0.50InO2.85 which was Originat-

ed from Formula &1)

Fig. 3. Rietveld analysis of Ba0.30Sr0.30La0.50InO2.85. The open circle

denotes the observed value, and the dotted line the estimated value.

Fig. 4. Electrical conductivity of BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system

with excess BaO or SrO as a function of oxygen partial pressure.
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The Rietveld analysis of the X-ray diffraction pattern would

be one of the appropriate tools in order to confirm the cation

arrangement. The Ba0.30Sr0.30La0.50InO2.85 system was selected

as a representative system. The crystal structure was estimated

from the formulas �3� and �1�. The corresponded crystal

parameters are summarized in Tables 1�a� and �b�. The space

group of Pm3m was chosen for this representative system,

because the mother substrate of Ba2In2O5 has Pm3m symmet-

ry in the disordered cubic state.21� The observed and calculated

X-ray diffraction patterns of the system are presented in

Fig. 3. The difference factor�S�for the model of formulas

�3� and �1� reached 1.36 and 1.40. The magnitude of factor

from the formula �3� is close to that of the magnitude of

factor from the formula �3�, but it would be prefer to model

the defect by the formula �3�. Moreover the simulation result

and experimental report was also support for the formula

�3�.19�,20� We believe that the Sr cation might occupy both the

A and the B-site of the BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system when

doped with excess alkaline earth element, and that, as shown

in the formulas �4�–�7�, the cation stoichiometry ��x�y�

0.50� : In�1 : 1� would be maintained.

The defect equilibrium reactions affect the generation of

the conducting carrier. In the �Ba1�yLay�InO2.50�y�2 system,

hole conductivity was reported to appear in the high oxygen

partial pressure region by the following defect equilibrium

reactions:4�

1

2
O2�V��

O � O �
O �2h �8�

In the low oxygen partial pressure region, electron conductivi-

ty was also reported to appear:

O �
O �

1

2
O2�V��

O�2e �9�

Because the oxide ion conductivity is sensitive to crystallo-

graphic properties, the total electrical conductivity of the

BaxSryLa0.50InO2.75 system should change with the degree of

excess BaO or SrO content. We measured the electrical con-

ductivity of the excess-doped system at 1073 K as a function of

the oxygen partial pressure; the results appear in Fig. 4.

In the high oxygen partial pressure region, the slope for the

�Ba0.20Sr0.30La0.50�InO2.75 system approached the value of 1�4,

suggesting that the defect reaction of formula �8� does apply

in this system. In the low oxygen partial pressure region, the

slope was most consistent with that of formula �9�. It was also

confirmed that the hole and electron was dominant conduct-

ing carrier in �Ba0.20Sr0.30La0.50�InO2.75 system. But, with dop-

ing BaO, the plateau region of electrical conductivity against

oxygen partial pressure appeared in �Ba0.20Sr0.30La0.50�InO2.75

system. In the case of the other BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system

with excess BaO or SrO, the oxide-ion conductivity decreased

and the pure oxide-ion conducting region narrowed with

excess dopant content.

The Arrhenius plots of the conductivity for these systems

under an Ar atmosphere �log �Po2
�Pa���1.5�, where Fig. 5

shows that the main conducting carrier of this system was the

oxide ion, are shown in Figs. 6�a�–�c�. The plots are straight

against the reciprocal temperature. Each activation energy was

80–90 kJ�mol, values which were very close to that of other

oxide ion conductors.22� Presumably, the oxygen vacancy is

in a disordered state, which differs from the situation in the

Ba2In2O5 mother substrate.

The compositional dependence of the oxide ion conductivity
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Fig. 5. Arrhenius plots of oxide-ion conductivity of BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system with excess BaO or SrO. &a) BaxSr0.30La0.50InO2.55�x,

&b) Ba0.20SryLa0.50InO2.45�y, &c) Ba0.30SryLa0.50InO2.55�y

Fig. 6. Oxide ion conductivity at 1073 K as a function of excess

dopant content.
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at 1073 K is plotted in Fig. 6. The oxide ion conductivity of the

�Ba0.20Sr0.30La0.50�InO2.75 system increased with excess BaO

doping up to x�0.1 and then decreased. The oxide ion con-

ductivity of the other two systems decreased with excess

dopant content. Although the oxygen content of the BaxSry
La0.50InO2.25�x�y system increased monotonically with excess

alkaline earth oxide dopant agreement with formulas �4�–�7�,

the compositional dependency of oxide ion conductivity was

different in each case.

The oxide ion conductivity of an excess doped system might

be influenced not only by the oxygen content, but also by

other factors. Several authors have discussed important

parameters of the oxide ion conductivity in perovskites.

Nomura and Tanase reported that the activation energy of

oxide ion conductivity was strongly dependent on both the

unit cell free volume and the tolerance factor in the �La0.9
Sr0.1�M

IIIO3�d �MIII�Al, Ga, Sc, In and Lu� system.23� A

similar result for oxide ion conductivity of the AIIIBIIIO3

system was also reported by Hayashi et al.24� Yao et al. investi-

gated the perovskite-related oxide Ba�In1�xGax�O2.5, and

highlighted the relationship between the oxide-ion conductivi-

ty and the saddle point of the perovskite oxide.8�

We have also reported that the oxide-ion conductivity of

�Ba0.50�ySryLa0.50�InO2.75 was strongly dependent on the

crystal symmetry, oxygen content and unit cell free

volume.12�,20�,25� In the cubic symmetry material, the oxide

ion conductivity of the system initially increased with the unit

cell free volume. But, it showed a maximum value at a

free volume of 0.0243 nm3 and then decreased, because of a

reduction in the crystal symmetry.

In the excess-doped system, the unit cell free volume was

calculated based on the crystal model as shown in the formulas

�4�–�7� by formula �10�.

Unit cell free volume�a3��
i

mi

4

3
pr 3

i , �10�

where a is the lattice parameters shown in Fig. 4, mi is the

chemical composition ratio of an ion, and ri is the ionic radii

reported by Shannon.26� The calculated unit cell free volume

was shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the content of excess

doped alkaline earth oxide. The unit cell free volume increased

with content of alkaline earth element �x�y� In case of the

reaction of formulas �4�–�8�, the oxygen vacancy increases

with alkaline earth element. The lattice parameter also in-

creased with the element as shown in Fig. 4. The result would

suggest that the unit cell free volume strongly affected with the

lattice parameter and oxygen vacancy.

The oxide ion conductivity of the excessively doped system

as a function of unit cell free volume is shown in Fig. 8. In the

same figure, the unit cell free volume dependence of the oxide

ion conductivity in the �Ba0.50�ySryLa0.50�InO2.75 and �Ba0.50
La0.50�InO2.75 systems are shown by dotted lines. We found

that the behavior of the oxide ion conductivity for the BaxSry
La0.50InO2.25�x�y system with excess BaO or SrO were similar

to that of the stoichiometric �Ba0.50�ySryLa0.50�InO2.75 and

�Ba0.50La0.50�InO2.75 systems. Where the oxide ion conductivi-

ty of the excess doped system decreased with an increasing unit

cell free volume, the XRD peaks broadened, as shown in

Fig. 1. We conclude that the crystal symmetry changed from

cubic to pseudo-cubic with increasing excess alkaline earth

oxide, and this lower crystal symmetry decreased the oxide ion
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Fig. 7. Unit cell free volume as a function of excess dopant content.

Fig. 8. Oxide ion conductivity at 1073 K as a function of unit cell

free volume. The oxide ion conductivity of &Ba0.50�ySryLa0.50)InO2.75

&*) and &Ba0.30Sr0.20La0.50)&In1�zYz)O2.75 &+) are shown as a

reference.25�
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conductivity.

4. Conclusion

We have investigated the crystal phase and electrical con-

ductivity of BaxSryLa0.50InO2.25�x�y system with excess BaO or

SrO. From the Rietveld analysis of the XRD pattern, the

cation stoichiometry ��x�y�0.50� : In�1 : 1� is maintained

by the movement of a Sr ion from the A-site to the B-site, even

when there is excess alkaline earth oxide doped into the sys-

tem. The oxide ion conductivity was strongly dependent on the

excess content of the alkaline earth element. The unit cell

free volume dependence of the oxide ion conductivity was

found to be similar to that of the stoichiometric �Ba0.50�ySry
La0.50�InO2.75 and �Ba1�yLay�InO2.50�y�2 systems.
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